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Hi, Before I get started, I’d like to thank Minitex for this opportunity to talk about license negotiation. My 
name is Nat Gustafson-Sundell. I’m a Collections Librarian at Minnesota State University Mankato (MNSU), a 
regional, public, comprehensive university of about 14,000 students. MNSU is distinctive within Minnesota 
State for several reasons. Although the university is situated in the heart of a rural area, stretching down 
across southern Minnesota into Iowa and side to side into Wisconsin and South Dakota, the university is 
home to “students from more than 100 countries … and is recognized by the Council on Undergraduate 
Research as one of the top 20 universities in undergraduate research in the United States” 
(https://www.mnsu.edu/future-students/international-admissions/). Mankato also provides numerous 
graduate study opportunities.

It can be difficult to follow along with an online presentation, so I’ve provided a link to the slides. You can 
access these slides through the link on the screen “link.mnsu.edu/license2.” 
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On the screen, I’ve listed some of the factors I think are important for my own practice of 
negotiation. In the spirit of the spell-it-out series, 
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I hereby provide these factors as an acronym, SPATTER, which I hope doesn’t reveal my state of 
mind. Full disclosure: My daughter is pretty enthusiastic about horror movies and she’s asked me to 
watch several with her recently.
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Strategic Goals

Of course, institutional strategic goals are very important for framing any initiative. At 
MNSU, there is an overarching University goal to serve as a “Nimble and innovative steward 
of resources.” Our Journals Review Committee, or JRC, leads journal collection 
development for the University. The JRC has defined several goals under both the 
University and Library strategic plans. One of the JRC goals states “We will negotiate the 
best possible terms and costs for journals and journal packages.”
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Now, you might say this goal is obvious, or you might think it need not be stated as such, 
but this goal is very important to my own practice. When the JRC defined this goal, we 
talked about what it takes to negotiate a better deal. Above-all, I think it is important to be 
able to walk away from a deal. If you can’t walk away, then you are ultimately going to 
depend on the graciousness or generosity of your negotiating partner. When the JRC 
defined this goal, we agreed I could take risks for the Library and the University. I could 
engage in marketplace dramatics. I could threaten to walk away, or, if it came down to it, I 
could actually walk away.

By the way, the image on the screen is by Dall-E 3. This was my fourth attempt. In the first 
three I asked for an image of a negotiation in a marketplace. Each of the images seemed to 
me to rely on ethnic stereotypes, so I rejected them. For the fourth, I asked for an image of 
a negotiation in a business office, which is what you see here. There’s just too much to say 
about this one, so I won’t say anything…
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My mandate to negotiate was important, recently, when I did choose to walk away from a 
deal. The vendor would not negotiate the term period of the agreement or provide a 
realistic financial hardship clause, so, after trying several times to explain our needs, I 
walked. Of course, there were other factors involved. The reason I wanted a shorter 
agreement or escape hatch was because I anticipated this journal package would be on a 
shortlist of cancellation candidates if the budget fell short. 
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In another case, a vendor required a non-disclosure clause that would have hindered other 
Library functionality, including report production and campus communication. I insisted on 
revisions repeatedly. After several emails and a meeting, the sales rep asked his manager to 
join us for a second meeting. They said I had pushed the issue “farther than any other 
library,” although they hadn’t yet conceded anything. Ultimately, however, they did revise 
the term – not entirely to my satisfaction, but at least they agreed to meet me halfway.

In general, I think I push some negotiations as hard as I do only because I know I can. I have 
a mandate to negotiate, to take risks, and, if it comes down to it, I can walk away from 
deals.
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Policy

To support negotiation, I have many times found it helpful to refer to collection 
development policies and guidelines.
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Policies can help in many ways. MNSU’s serials collection development policy includes 
criteria for adding and cancelling serials. By explicit reference to these criteria, we can 
understand our own position in a negotiation more clearly and which terms to prioritize. 

By the way, I want to thank my colleague, Lisa Baures, for her work on MNSU’s serials 
collection development policy. She drafted the latest version last year by synthesizing 
previous materials and augmenting them in consultation with me.
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Mr. Benzer,

I have been forwarded a request to consider a possible subscription to E&E 
News. Upon review of the product and it’s potential for curricular usage, we 
have determined that 18 students might use the resource each year, to the 
extent they are assigned the resource in a course offered by Dr. Friend.

We have polled our college liaisons and there is no stated interest from other 
colleges or departments. Unless assigned, the resource would be undiscoverable 
to our students because the articles are not indexed.

If we assume a very high level of usage by the 18 students (10 views each), and 
220 views each year by Dr. Friend, the cost per view would be $5000/ 400 = 
$12.50 per view, which is far too high. Our key journals packages cost $2 to $3 
per view. 

If you can make us an introductory offer for a trial year, we would be able to 
gauge actual usage of the resource, if you are able to provide usage statistics.

Please let me know if you are able to provide (1) an introductory offer in the $1-
2000 range, (2) usage statistics for the resource.

This policy can also be helpful if we need to explain to stakeholders why a negotiation can’t 
be completed successfully. This comes up most often for me when I’m negotiating scope of 
access and the costs associated with scope of access, like the example on the screen. With 
maybe one or a few exceptions, at MNSU, we seek university wide access for all online 
resources, but the pricing for a resource must align with the expected user base, which can 
be small for some resources. If the pricing doesn’t align, then we won’t add the resource. I 
rely on the policy to inform my negotiation, but I can also rely on the policy to explain to 
stakeholders why we didn’t add the resource if a negotiation was unsuccessful. 
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Example 1

Example 2

In addition to policies, I think standing guidelines can be very helpful. For example, the JRC 
has a standing guideline stating that the inflation cap for a subject journal package should 
be 4% or less. Multidisciplinary packages should be 3% or less. If the inflation cap is higher, 
then the package will be brought up for cancellation review unless there is something 
special about the deal or the circumstances. 

I think it’s important to remember that a negotiation is not a contest between a Librarian 
and a sales rep. Actually, it’s best when we’re partners with the objective of making a deal. 
When there is a pricing guideline, I can simply tell my negotiating partner, ‘Hey, look, this is 
what my organization requires’ – and my partner can then tell me what their organization is 
able to do. We’re working together to find a way forward between the rock of my 
organization and the hard place of theirs.

In some cases, certain sales reps have even pre-negotiated with their own pricing folks, as 
you can see in example 2.
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Analytics

Collection analysis is extremely important to provide the basis for negotiations. Of course, 
it’s essential to understand the value provided by a deal if you’re going to negotiate it. 
Otherwise, you’re just shooting in the dark.
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MNSU has built a number of tools to understand the value of deals. I’ll provide a link to 
more information at the end of this presentation. Here, you can see an example of how 
we’ve analyzed our library’s usage per subject per package. For this example, I’ve narrowed 
on just the library’s most expensive deals. When you understand the value of a deal, it’s 
easier to put a price on it.
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Even without extensive collection analysis, one can perform simple analyses to inform 
negotiations. For example, a couple of years ago, I analyzed transfers out of a journal 
package to help me make an argument that the vendor should lower the inflation cap. 
After several rounds of discussion, the sales rep brought their manager to a meeting where, 
after some additional back and forth, they offered to move us to the database model at no 
additional charge, so long as I agreed to the inflation cap. This offer was helpful to my 
Library because we gained 182 journals, many of which are very useful on our campus. At 
the same time, I think this deal helped my negotiating partners meet their own targets.
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I really don't concern myself much with other publishers, especially multi 
discipline because we are unique. But we do get concerned when usage is low 
and what we consider a per PDF price is high. Compared to my typical 
customer Mankato is on the average to below end of what I see. Your price 
per PDF comes out to $7-8 range. Over 15 worries me , under $5 may be 
looked at as being a candidate for a price increase. So given that you are on 
the third and final customer growth plan year you are doing more than okay.

Thank you for providing your parameters. They are eye-
opening. Ours are tighter. We’re a public access university, not 
a research university, so anything over $5 CPU goes up for 
closer analysis and review. $5 is considered very high for a 
package, where $2-3 is the norm.

Would it be possible for you to send a quote for the ASPP 
package, just in case we have to move in that direction?

One can also use something as simple as cost per usage, or CPU, to start a conversation. In 
one case, I inherited a bad deal pre-negotiated by somebody else on campus. Two years 
into the three year deal, I sought better terms -- even though, technically, I had no real right 
or leverage to change the deal. I started by questioning the CPU of the deal as compared 
with other deals, but the rep seemed adamant they would not negotiate. You can see their 
response in the upper left corner. My approach in cases like these is to hang on and try to 
explain myself better. If there’s an option to cancel or change the package, I might also 
gently remind the sales rep that I’ve got other options.
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Thank you for your time yesterday and it was nice to put 
a face to the name.

To restate our offer to help University of Minnesota-
Mankato, we are willing to extend the gradual increases 
out to 2023 by lowering the $50,765 due 2022 to 
$46,500 and then in 2023 go to $50,750.

I appreciate your bringing this to your team and look 
forward to the feedback. Have a great weekend.

As I said before, it’s important to remember that the sales rep can be a partner. The sales 
rep is not the enemy. Most reps will usually do what they can to make a deal, within 
reason. In this example, we exchanged several more emails, then we met. The conversation 
was amicable. The rep agreed to reduce our fees while I agreed to extend the deal by a 
year. 

By the way, I’m hiding some identifiers just to maintain the privacy of my correspondents or 
associates. You’ll notice we were called the University of Minnesota – Mankato in this 
message. That happens a lot, but we really are Minnesota State University Mankato.
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Toolkits

MNSU’s licensing toolkit is pretty brief, but it’s still very helpful. In our toolkit, we list the 
terms we typically see as causes for concern. We also list our preferred terms and we 
include examples of previously successful messages for negotiating these terms.
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On the screen, I’ve provided a snip from our toolkit section on Site. I discussed site 
definitions and transfer obligations during my October presentation for this Lunch & Learn 
series. I don’t have time to dive into the terms in our toolkit now. My point is just to make 
it clear how helpful it is to use a toolkit. 

Libraries can save time and build on previous negotiation successes by maintaining a 
licensing toolkit. By the way, I have to thank my colleague, Lisa Baures, once again, for her 
work on the MNSU journal licensing toolkit. She drafted the toolkit using examples I 
provided while we were pursing a comprehensive journal license review together a few 
years back.
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Tactical Priorities

At MNSU, the negotiation of licenses is complicated. There are state, system, and university 
level problems that drastically hinder successful and timely license negotiation and 
execution. I would guess that most Libraries must also contend with arbitrary, but decisive 
factors, constraining licensing negotiation, such as organizational issues or problematic 
counsel. Even without such hindrances, Libraries might need to make tactical decisions 
about what to prioritize in any given negotiation. My point in this section is simply to say I 
think it’s important to recognize one’s contextual conditions and to focus effort where it 
can be effective, or to find paths around known problems.
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That said, these contextual conditions will vary quite a bit from Library to Library. I think 
there are probably a multitude of contextual conditions we could discuss. We have 
bureaucracy problems here at MNSU. Licenses often take 3-6 months to complete, 
sometimes much more. For licenses with cumulative costs greater than $100,000, vendors 
must also complete a workforce certification through the Minnesota Dept of Human Rights 
before the license can be signed. This can be a very lengthy and expensive process for the 
vendor. In a recent case, one of our vendors needed to hire in-state counsel to pursue this 
process, which has only just been completed 10 months after they first started. Because we 
can’t complete licenses without this certification, our students can lose access to course 
materials. 
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Just think about that for a second. Our students and faculty can lose access to scholarly 
journals, the most basic of course materials aside from textbooks, because of state laws. 
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So then, I must think about how to pursue licenses given my contextual conditions. In 
general, I might prefer one-year licenses renewable by amendment or by placing an order, 
because these would give the Library more flexibility to manage the budget. However, 
annual renewals might not be completable on time, so instead I’ve recently developed a 
tactical priority. I now prefer multi-year agreements, the longer the better, to avoid annual 
delays. But I now also prioritize reasonable financial hardship clauses, so that we can still 
manage the budget responsibly. In some cases, this approach might even be the best 
option. It might be better to pursue longer agreements if these are tied to better inflation 
caps or other advantages, so long as the financial hardship clauses are adequate. 

I could similarly tell stories about why I’ve developed tactical priorities on non-disclosure, 
data privacy, accessibility, and rights generally, but I’m sure most licensing librarians could 
also tell stories.
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Effective Negotiation

There are many books on negotiation, although I’m afraid I haven’t read one since I was 
fourteen. I’ll just say briefly what I think has worked for me…
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I prefer to be as candid and direct as possible. One doesn’t usually negotiate just one deal 
with a sales rep. I think it’s important to try to develop an amicable relationship with a 
sales rep over time, even if that just means exchanging pleasant emails. I think it’s easier 
for both parties to compromise if they have some positive impression of each other, 
possibly even trust. At the same time, I think it’s fine to ask for concessions directly. The 
vendor won’t know what you need unless you tell them – and it’s often helpful to continue 
explaining your need even if they don’t respond favorably at first. If you have other options, 
it can also sometimes be helpful to remind your negotiating partner you might need to go 
in another direction. For journal packages, one gentle approach is to ask for post 
cancellation entitlement lists or individual pricing for journals in case you need to leave a 
deal. 
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I’ve previously mentioned that I try to use evidence when I make arguments. I think it’s 
important to make arguments, to take the time to think through what’s happening in any 
given deal, especially the flaws or problems, such as the impact of transfers out of the deal, 
costly transfers into the deal, or comparatively bad cost-per-usage. By drawing attention to 
these problems, you can often come to better terms. That said, I won’t argue in the 
negative sense. I stay calm and amicable. In general, I think a principle of amicable, non-
attachment is best, if one can achieve it. Stick to the evidence, the argument, and a positive 
attitude.

By the way, I was glancing through a book on communication recently, where it was 
claimed that smiling while talking changes your tone of voice, which can help you to be 
more influential. 

… Or anyway, it makes you feel better to smile, so it’s a good thing to do whenever you get 
a chance.
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There are also all sorts of little things. For example, at a certain stage in the conversation, I 
think it’s often best to be quiet, to wait, to let the other side talk. When people talk a lot, 
they usually give things away. When the sales rep schedules a live meeting or brings in the 
manager, it could mean they’re bringing in the big guns, but I prefer to think it means 
they’re ready to make concessions. In these meetings, there can sometimes be a lot of 
bluster at the start, but if you sit firm and quiet except to reinforce or supplement your own 
argument, it’s been my experience that a better offer is usually, eventually made. At these 
times, I think it’s important, always, to express my understanding that the vendor must also 
succeed. I don’t want to “win”– I want to help them make a deal with me. 
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Sometimes, of course, you’ll get a bad negotiating partner, somebody who doesn’t know 
how to make a deal, but that’s rare – in those cases, I look for the exit or I start planning my 
escape.
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Real Life

Although I think it’s important to develop amicable relationships with negotiating partners, 
I should be clear I don’t think it’s my job to do their job for them – which is to say, 
sometimes sales reps give away more than they should, and I think it’s okay just to say 
okay.
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Several years ago, I started a conversation with a sales rep about forming a big deal. They 
were new to their job. We talked a few times via email and then we met at a conference. 
Typically, when entering a big deal, a Library commits to continue the existing 
subscriptions, or the spend for those subscriptions, and then the Library agrees to pay an 
additional fee for access to most or all of the publisher’s other journals. In this real-life 
case, however, the sales rep didn’t ask for the additional fee. They asked only to lock us 
into our existing spend. Of course, I said yes. By forming the deal, I was also able to cap 
inflation favorably – there was no downside at all. MNSU gained well over a thousand 
journals at no added cost. This kind of favorable opportunity isn’t very common, but it 
wasn’t unique either. Actually, I did even better with one of our other big deals. These 
things do happen – the important thing is to know your own business and to look out for 
opportunities. 
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A few years ago, frustrated by surprise costs related to transfers, I started seeking fixed or 
static lists from some vendors. I completed 3 static list deals – and actually, Minitex
negotiated one of these. Over time, I think the vendors realized that static lists are 
expensive for them to maintain, just in terms of labor, so all 3 vendors have offered very 
favorable terms to move on from the static lists. In the 2 cases I negotiated, I was offered 
database models at no additional charge and no increase to inflation. In the 1 case 
negotiated by Minitex, I was offered a database model with only a slight increase to 
inflation. In all 3 of these cases, my library gained numerous journals at no cost or low cost. 

Anyway, the point here is that one thing leads to another in real life. So long as you are 
paying attention and you know your business, I think opportunities present themselves, 
probably more often than you’d think. You’ve just got to see them and act.
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I should mention that I can play hardball, even if it’s not my first choice. But this is real life 
and I think any negotiator should be prepared to play hardball. I usually only do so when 
there is cause. Years ago, our subscription agent raised our surcharge from 4.5% to 4.95% 
without telling us. I noticed it when I received the bill for the individual subscriptions they 
handled. I hadn’t yet renewed the 3 big deals we had with them, so I proceeded to yank 
them. I got a call from a manager almost immediately, offering to lower the surcharge to 
1.95% if I let them handle the big deals again. Because I had several hundred individual 
subs with them at the time, I said yes, but I also starting planning my escape. That’s a 
different story though, maybe for another day.
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That said, it’s important to remember the point of negotiation. The point, in my view, is not 
to “win.” The point is to make a deal. At MNSU, we are seeking agreements for no more 
than 5 years to purchase or subscribe to resources for students. The deal doesn’t have to 
be perfect, so long as it is good enough. The deal must address the substantive issues, 
especially any cost and payment risks, but I can compromise in other areas. Compromise is 
not a vice or a weakness – it’s a constructive approach that leads to better results for all.
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Dooley, R. (2024, Jan 4). 
AI In negotiations: A 
game-changer For 
dealmakers. Forbes. 

Finally, I want to mention I saw an interesting article as I finished preparing this 
presentation. It discussed how Generative AI can contribute to more successful, quicker 
negotiations... The article was in Forbes and based on research reported in a book by Keld 
Jensen entitled Negotiation Essentials. I’ve provided a snippet from the article on this slide. 
I’m eager to test this for myself. But that’s a topic for another day…
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Thank you!
gustan2@mnsu.edu

https://libguides.mnsu.edu/
collection-analysis/research
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Thank you for bearing with me. You can reach me at gustan2@mnsu.edu if you’d like to talk. If 
you’d like more information about our library’s work on collections, licensing, or collection analysis, 
you can find a reference list at libguides.mnsu.edu/collection-analysis/research. I’d also like to 
thank Dall-E 3 for illustrating many of my slides. Actually, if you’re interested in Library applications 
of Dall-E 3, you might want to check out a talk I’m giving with a colleague for the SUNYLA online 
conference on Feb 2. Our presentation is entitled “Novelty Visualizations of Collections Data: Real 
Impact or Comic Interlude?” The SUNYLA conference is free to attend and, last year, I thought it 
was quite good. 

Thanks again!
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